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ABSTRACT
Sags are freeway sections along which gradient changes significantly from downwards to
upwards. Sags are often bottlenecks in freeway networks. Capacity decreases due to changes
in car-following behavior. We present a microscopic traffic flow model that describes driving
behavior and traffic flow dynamics at sags. The model includes a new longitudinal driving
behavior model that accounts for the fact that drivers generally have a limited ability to
compensate for the negative effect that an increase in slope has on vehicle acceleration. The
face-validity of the microscopic model is tested by means of a simulation study. The study site
is a sag of the Tomei Expressway (near Tokyo). The simulation results are compared to
empirical findings presented in the literature. We show that the model is capable of
reproducing all the relevant phenomena that cause the formation of congestion at sags.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Sags are freeway sections along which the road gradient changes significantly from
downwards to upwards in the direction of traffic [1]. The traffic flow capacity of sags is
generally lower than that of flat sections [2, 3]. Because of that, sags often become
bottlenecks in freeway networks. In order to evaluate the effectiveness of possible control
measures to reduce congestion at sags, it is necessary to model traffic flow dynamics at that
type of bottlenecks in a sufficiently realistic way. In this paper, we present a microscopic
traffic flow model that aims to reproduce the phenomena causing the formation of congestion
at sags. The model has five sub-models: 1) network model; 2) traffic demand model; 3)
longitudinal driving behavior model; 4) lateral driving behavior models; and 5) traffic
composition model. The main novelty of our microscopic traffic flow model is the
longitudinal driving behavior modeling approach. We propose a new approach that accounts
for the fact that drivers have a limited ability to compensate for the negative effect that an
increase in slope has on vehicle acceleration. The face-validity of the microscopic traffic flow
model is tested by means of a simulation study. The study site is the Yamato sag (Tomei
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Expressway, near Tokyo). The traffic flow patterns obtained from simulation are compared to
the patterns observed in real freeways according to the scientific literature. We show that the
proposed microscopic traffic flow model is capable of reproducing all the relevant phenomena
that cause the formation of congestion at sags.
2. CAUSES OF CONGESTION AT SAGS: EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
Various empirical studies show that traffic flow capacity can be significantly lower at sags
than at flat sections having the same number of lanes (even 30% lower) [2, 3]. Because of that,
sags often become bottlenecks in freeway networks, causing the formation of congestion in
conditions of high traffic demand. In general, the lower part of the uphill section (i.e., first
500-1000 m downstream of the bottom of the sag) is the main bottleneck [4]. The factors
reducing the capacity of the uphill section at sags appear to be related primarily to two
changes in car-following behavior that occur when vehicles reach the uphill section. First,
drivers tend to reduce speed [1, 2, 4, 5]. Second, drivers tend to keep longer headways than
expected given their speed [5, 6, 7]. These two changes in car-following behavior have a
negative effect on the capacity of the uphill section: traffic flow becomes congested at lower
flow rates than on flat sections [2, 5]. The above-mentioned changes in car-following
behavior seem to be unintentional [6]. They are caused by a limitation in vehicle acceleration
resulting from the combination of two factors: i) increase in resistance force; and ii)
insufficient acceleration operation by drivers [2, 6]. Drivers fail to accelerate sufficiently even
though they generally perceive the change in gradient [1, 6]. The reason why drivers do not
accelerate sufficiently on the lower part of the uphill section seems to be related to their
throttle operation behavior: drivers generally push down the throttle pedal at the beginning of
the uphill section but it takes time for them to adapt the throttle position and compensate for
the increase in resistance force [6]. Drivers are generally able to re-accelerate after the first
500-1000 m of the uphill section and recover their desired speed [6].
Typically, the process of congestion formation at sags has two phases. First, congestion forms
on the median lane of the uphill section [2, 8, 9]. The main reason why congestion emerges
first on the median lane is related to an uneven lane flow distribution: with high demand and
uncongested traffic, flows tend to be higher (and closer to capacity) on the median lane than
on the other lanes [2, 8, 10]. Second, congestion spreads from the median lane to the other
lanes [2, 8, 9]. When flow becomes congested on the median lane, some vehicles migrate
from that lane to the less crowded lanes in order to avoid queuing [8, 9]. When flow on those
lanes increases above capacity, traffic also breaks down there. At that point, congestion has
spread to all lanes, causing a significant decrease in total outflow (due to the capacity drop
phenomenon) and the formation of a queue upstream of the bottleneck [2, 9, 10].
To summarize, the scientific literature suggests that the most relevant phenomena causing the
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formation of congestion at sags are the following: a) changes in car-following behavior on the
lower part of the uphill section; b) reduced capacity on the lower part of the uphill section
(bottleneck); c) uneven lane flow distribution under conditions of high demand; d) initial
occurrence of congestion on the median lane; e) redistribution of vehicles across lanes (by
lane changes); f) spreading of congestion to the other lanes; g) capacity drop in congestion; h)
queue formation and growth. Any model that aims to reproduce traffic flow dynamics at sags
in a realistic way should be capable of reproducing all the phenomena mentioned above.
3. MICROSCOPIC TRAFFIC FLOW MODEL
We developed a microscopic traffic flow model consisting of five sub-models: 1) network
model; 2) traffic demand model; 3) longitudinal driving behavior model; 4) lateral driving
behavior model; and 5) traffic composition model.
3.1 Network model
The network model describes the characteristics of the freeway network, including: a) number
of sections; b) section length; c) degree of gradient along each section; d) number of lanes per
section; and e) speed limit per section and lane. Horizontal curves are not taken into account.
With regard to gradient, a sag is modeled as a combination of three sections (see Figure 1): 1)
constant-gradient downhill section; 2) constant-gradient uphill section; and 3) transition
section (i.e., section along which gradient increases linearly from the negative value of the
constant-gradient downhill section to the positive value of the constant-gradient uphill
section).

a) Altitude vs. distance

b) Degree of gradient vs. distance

Figure 1. Representation of sag by means of three sections (Yamato sag, Tomei
Expressway)
3.2 Traffic demand model
The traffic demand model specifies the inflow (vehicles/h) at the network entry point at each
time step. Given the total inflow, Q, the inflow per lane, qi, is calculated based on the lane
flow distribution model presented by Wu [11].
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3.3 Longitudinal driving behavior model
The longitudinal driving behavior model takes into account the influence of changes in
gradient on vehicle acceleration. The model is based on three principles, which are supported
by empirical evidence (see Section 2). First, drivers perceive the change in gradient at sags.
Second, drivers react to the change in gradient by pushing down the throttle pedal, but they
may not be able to fully compensate for the increase in resistance force at the beginning of the
uphill section, which limits vehicle acceleration. Third, over time, drivers gradually
compensate for the increase in resistance force on the uphill section; hence the negative effect
that the change in gradient has on vehicle acceleration decreases over time. In the proposed
longitudinal driving behavior model, vehicle acceleration is determined by a two-term
additive function. The first term accounts for the influence of speed, relative speed and
spacing on vehicle acceleration. It is based on the Intelligent Driver Model (IDM) [12]. We
added the second term to account for the effect of changes in gradient on acceleration.
  v ( t ) 4  s ( t ) 2 
vɺ ( t ) = a ⋅ 1 − 
 −
  − g ⋅ G ( t ) − Gc ( t )
  vdes ( t )   s * ( t )  



(1)

where:
s * ( t ) = s0 + γ ⋅ v ( t ) ⋅ T +

v ( t ) ⋅ ∆v ( t )

(2)

2 ab

G ( t )
if G ( t ) ≤ G ( tc ) + c ⋅ ( t − tc )
Gc ( t ) = 
G ( tc ) + c ⋅ ( t − tc ) if G ( t ) > G ( tc ) + c ⋅ ( t − tc )

(3)

In Equations (1) to (3): t is time; v is vehicle speed; ∆v is relative speed to the leading vehicle
(∆v=v–vL, where vL is the speed of the leading vehicle); s is net distance headway; s* is
desired net distance headway; vdes is desired speed (parameter); a is maximum acceleration
(parameter); b is desired deceleration (parameter); s0 is net distance headway at standstill
(parameter); T is safe time headway (parameter); γ is a congestion factor on safe time
headway that accounts for the capacity drop in congestion (γ =1 if v ≥ vcrit, and γ >1 if v < vcrit,
where vcrit is the critical congestion speed) (γ and vcrit are parameters); g is the gravitational
acceleration; G(t) is freeway gradient at the location where the vehicle is at time t; Gc(t) is
compensated gradient at time t (note that Gc(t)≤G(t)); tc is the time when the driver could no
longer fully compensate for the gradient change (tc=max(t|Gc(t)=G(t))); and c is the
maximum gradient compensation rate (parameter).
The model takes into account the influence of changes in slope on vehicle acceleration by
using the concept of compensated gradient. The compensated gradient, Gc, is a variable that
accounts for the fact that drivers have a limited ability to accelerate when gradient changes.
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The model assumes that drivers compensate for positive changes in slope linearly over time
(with a maximum compensation rate defined by parameter c). This assumption is based on
findings by Yoshizawa et al. [6]. Note that the model assumes that drivers can fully
compensate for negative changes in gradient.
3.4 Lateral driving behavior model
Lateral driving behavior plays an important role in the process of congestion formation at sags.
However, there is no evidence suggesting that lateral driving behavior changes at sags. The
traffic conditions change when traffic breaks down, which may induce drivers to perform
lane-changing maneuvers; but the behavior itself does not seem to change. For that reason, to
describe lateral driving behavior at sags, we used an existing model: the Lane Change Model
with Relaxation and Synchronization (LMRS) [13]. Note that we modified the LMRS
regarding the calculation of the speed gain desire incentive: in our lateral driving behavior
model, the speed of all leading vehicles that are not farther ahead than x0 meters has the same
weight when calculating the anticipated speed of downstream traffic.
3.5 Traffic composition model
The traffic composition model describes the characteristics of the vehicle and driver
populations. The vehicle characteristics taken into account by the model are vehicle length, l,
and desired speed, vdes. The driver characteristics are related to the parameters of the
longitudinal and lateral driving behavior models. For each vehicle type, different types of
drivers can be specified, with different parameters. The traffic composition model specifies
the percentage of vehicle-driver units within the flow entering the network that belong to each
vehicle and driver type. Traffic composition is specified per lane.
4. MODEL VERIFICATION
The face-validity of the proposed microscopic traffic flow model was tested by means of a
simulation study, using the Yamato sag (Tomei Expressway, near Yokyo) as study site. In this
section, we present the settings and the results of the simulation study.
4.1 Simulation settings
The simulation site is a freeway stretch, 5 km long, with three lanes (median, center and
shoulder lanes). The stretch contains a sag with a vertical profile similar to the one of the
Yamato sag (Tomei Expressway, near Tokyo) (see Figure 1). The speed limit on all lanes is
100 km/h for cars and 85 km/h for trucks. The simulation period is 100 min. The total flow on
all lanes at x = 0 increases linearly from Q = 3000 veh/h to Q = 5200 veh/h between t = 0 and
t = 75 min. From t = 75 min to t = 100 min, total inflow stays at 5200 veh/h. The lane flow
distribution changes over time according to the traffic demand model presented in Section 3.2.
For three-lane freeways, we use the same parameter values provided by Wu [11] (see Table 6
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of that reference), except for a and e on the center lane (we use a=0.39 and e=0.30). We
slightly modified the values of those two parameters to make the lane flow distribution model
more accurate for Japanese freeways, based on empirical data presented by Xing et al. [10].
Table 1. Parameters of the longitudinal and lateral driving behavior models
Vehicle type

Car

Car

Car

Truck

Driver type

Car driver 1

Car driver 2

Car driver 3

Truck driver

l (m)

4

4

4

15

1.25

1.25

1.25

1.50

b0 (m/s )

1.80

1.80

1.80

1.50

T0 (s)

1.45

1.20

1.15

1.50

s0 (m)

3

3

3

3

vdes,0 (km/h)

100

100

100

vcrit (km/h)

60

60

60

60

c0 (s )

0.00042

0.00042

0.00042

0.00042

γ (-)

1.15

1.15

1.15

1.15

δ*(-)

0.92

0.97

1.03

1.00

σδ (-)

0.03

0.10

0.10

0.00

a0 (m/s2)
2

-1

v*des,t (km/h)

85

σvdes,t (km/h)

2.5

Tmin,0 (s)

0.56

0.56

0.56

0.56

τ (s)

25

25

25

25

x0 (m)

200

200

200

200

vgain (km/h)

70

50

50

70

dijfree (-)

0.365

0.365

0.365

0.365

dijsync

(-)

0.577

0.577

0.577

0.577

dijcoop

(-)

0.788

0.788

0.788

0.788

We defined two different types of vehicles: cars and trucks. Also, we defined three types of
car drivers (each corresponding to one lane) and one type of truck driver. Defining one car
driver type per lane was necessary to take into account the differences in desired speed and
car-following behavior between lanes observed in empirical traffic data [9]. The parameters of
the longitudinal and lateral driving behavior models are shown in Table 1. For the
interpretation of the lateral driving behavior model parameters, we refer to Schakel et al. [13].
We included stochasticity in some parameters of the longitudinal and lateral driving behavior
models (vdes, a, b, T, c, Tmin for car drivers, and vdes for truck drivers). The value of those
parameters differs between drivers belonging to the same driver type. For car drivers, those
parameters depend on the stochastic factor δ, which differs between drivers (it is Gaussian
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distributed with mean δ* and standard deviation σδ): vdes = δ · vdes,0; a = δ · a0; b = δ · b0; T =
T0 /δ; c = δ · c0; and Tmin = Tmin,0 /δ. For trucks, only the desired speed parameter is considered
to be stochastic. That parameter is assumed to be Gaussian distributed with mean v*des,t and
standard deviation σvdes,t. The composition of traffic entering the network is shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Traffic composition
Vehicle type

Car

Car

Car

Truck

Driver type

Car driver 1

Car driver 2

Car driver 3

Truck driver

Shoulder lane

90%

0%

0%

10%

Center lane

0%

95%

0%

5%

Median lane

0%

0%

100%

0%

4.2 Simulation results
The simulation results show that traffic breaks down at the sag of the study site a little bit
before t = 75 min = 4500 s, when total traffic demand is approaching 5200 veh/h (see Figures
2 and 3c). The end of the transition section constitutes the bottleneck (Figure 2). The process
of congestion formation is the following: 1) congestion occurs on the median lane (Figures 2
and 3a); 2) some drivers move from the median lane to the other lanes, and as a consequence
flow on the center and shoulder lanes increases (Figure 3b); 3) traffic breaks down on those
lanes as well (Figures 2 and 3a). The occurrence of congestion on a lane results in reduced
lane flow, due to the capacity drop phenomenon (Figure 3b). When congestion has spread to
all lanes, the total outflow at the bottleneck is about 5000 veh/h, i.e., 4% lower than the total
inflow upstream of the bottleneck (Figure 3c), and a queue of vehicles forms upstream of the
bottleneck. On all lanes, the head of the queue stays at the end of the transition section (Figure
2). No collisions between vehicles occurred during the simulations.
4.3 Model verification
The traffic flow patterns obtained from simulation are similar to the patterns observed in real
freeways. The microscopic traffic flow model is capable of reproducing all the relevant
phenomena that cause the formation of congestion at sags, which are described in Section 2.
The capacity of the lower part of the uphill section decreases due to the changes in
car-following behavior resulting from the limiting effect that the change in slope has on
vehicle acceleration. The main bottleneck is the end of the transition section, where vehicle
acceleration limitation is stronger (because the difference between actual gradient and
compensated gradient is higher). Congestion occurs first on the median lane (because in
conditions of high traffic demand, flow is closer to capacity on that lane than on the other
lanes). Then, some drivers move from the median lane to the other lanes in order to avoid
queuing. As a consequence of these lane changes, flow on the center and shoulder lanes
7

increases. When the flow on those lanes becomes higher than their capacity, traffic breaks
down there, too. The occurrence of congestion on a lane results in reduced lane outflow (due
to the capacity drop phenomenon) and the formation of a vehicular queue.

Figure 2. Speed contour plots (the color indicates the speed (km/h), the black dotted lines
show the time at which traffic breaks down on the median lane, and the black dashed
lines indicate the location at which the transition section ends)
5. CONCLUSIONS
The aim of this paper was to develop a model capable of reproducing traffic flow dynamics at
sags in a realistic way. We developed a microscopic traffic flow model consisting of five
sub-models: 1) network model; 2) traffic demand model; 3) longitudinal driving behavior
model; 4) lateral driving behavior model; and 5) traffic composition model. The face-validity
of the proposed model was tested by means of a simulation study. A sag of the Tomei
Expressway (near Tokyo) was used as study site. The traffic flow patterns obtained from
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simulation were compared to the patterns observed in real freeways (based on data presented
in the scientific literature). The simulation results show that the proposed model is capable of
reproducing all the relevant traffic flow phenomena that cause the formation of congestion at
sags. However, the microscopic traffic flow model still needs to be calibrated and validated,
which requires a quantitative comparison of the model output with empirical traffic data.
Vehicle trajectory data from the Yamato sag (Tomei Expressway) are available (see [7]), and
could be used for calibration and validation of the microscopic traffic flow model. There are
various calibration and validation methods; further research should reveal what method
should be used in this case. After calibration and validation, the model will be used to
evaluate the effectiveness of possible control measures to mitigate congestion at sags.

Figure 3. Speeds and flows over time at x=3200 m (the black dashed lines show the
average inflow at x=0 m after t= 75 min)
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